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With the increasing demand for electric vehicles, the industry has experienced exceptionally 

high growth. In fact, in the past year, open jobs in the US have increased 62% across industries. 

Manufacturing alone is looking to fill half a million jobs, which is expected to grow to 

approximately 2.1 million by 2030. As we work to fill this gap with skilled workers, partnerships 

with universities and community colleges will be critical—particularly amidst the transition to 

clean energy. Both upskilling the current workforce and developing training and curriculum 

for the next generation of clean jobs require commitment from public and private partners. 

Significant worker and community investments as well as ensuring equitable economic 

growth and development will help provide more opportunities for individuals to participate  

in high-wage, skilled work.

Illinois is home to more than 120,000 jobs in clean 
energy and is outpacing the national growth projection. 
Categorically, electric vehicle manufacturing was the 
fastest growing sector with a 28% increase in jobs for 
2021. Building the necessary infrastructure to prepare 
workers for the influx of green jobs in the pipeline will be
essential to our success.

Illinois estimates that with access to adequate training, 
nearly 2 million workers could be reskilled for jobs in 
the green economy but building a skilled workforce in 
Illinois is a challenge that requires immediate action and 
a collaborative approach. Illinois must invest in workforce 
development and rely on strong partnerships between
employers and stakeholders to leverage partnership 
resources and make data-informed decisions regarding 
the workforce needs and solutions, particularly for

low-income and at-risk workers. Without economic 
development strategies that prioritize workforce 
development, Illinois will be a less attractive place locate 
and risk retention of key employers throughout the state.

This proposed partnership between TCCI – Richland 
Community College will help accelerate the clean energy 
plan and prepare the next generation for the rapidly 
evolving electrification space.
Together, we will take our pilot program to scale and 
build an EV sector strategy in underserved communities. 
We will reduce instability of local workforce development 
infrastructure and build job training programs including 
STEM pathways, certificates, stackable credentials, and 
apprenticeship programs that will support
the proliferating green economy.
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This capital and operational investment will guide our work 
and increase the availability of training programs that help 
youth prepare them for the next generation of green jobs while 
creating a clear career pathway that integrates the holistic 
student success and culture of excellence with RCC Enrich™ 
and our Public Higher Education Institutions including 
University of Illinois (Urbana-Champaign), Northern Illinois 
University, and University of Illinois (Springfield).

Through this partnership with TCCI and our Illinois Public 
Higher Education Institutions we can ensure that graduates 
have the skills and knowledge required for the jobs of 
tomorrow in the workplace. 

Our solutions for the e-mobility market help students gain 
the knowledge, expertise, and training in the newest and 
increasingly demanding industry requirements. Our innovative 
applications and insights will build EV Engineering, Advanced 
Manufacturing, and Computer Software Development.

By prioritizing disproportionately

impacted areas of the state we can

increase investment in communities 

of color, retain and build talent, and 

create a network of opportunity 

that connects the Illinois education 

and industry workforce eco-system.

Advanced Manufacturing
• Safety
• Industrial Drafting and Design 
• Intro to Machining
• Intro to Computer Integrated  
 Manufacturing 
• Fluid Power and Controls
• Introduction to CNC Operation  
 & Programming
• MasterCAM
• Industrial Robotics & Automation
• Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs)
• Programmable Automation Controllers
• Introduction to Welding
• Automation Equipment Maintenance

Software / Hardware Development
• Circuit Analysis
• Operating System Concepts
• Security Concepts
• Analog Electronics
• Digital Electronics
• Introduction to Microprocessors
• Hardware/Software Support
• Switching & Routing Basics
• C++ Programming
• C# Programming
• Java Programming
• Communication Protocols
• CAN/LIN

CNC Machining
• Safety
• Work Holding
• Mathematics
• Inspection
• Material Properties
• Stamping
• Machining
• Grinding/Finishing
• CAD/Auto CAD Basics
• Master CAM

• Degree Pathway – Software emphasis

• Engineering Technology with Applied Manufacturing Technology Emphasis

•  Engineering Technology with Mechanical / Electrical combined Emphasis

•  Computer Science – Enterprise software and software development

•  Areas of Study Focus for certificates, pathways, and apprenticeship programs:

2 + 2 and 3 + 1 Programs:  
Advanced Manufacturing, Computer Science, 
Engineering, CNC Machining
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